Abstract. Moment equations derived from the Boltzmann equation were applyed to the Riemann problem. A new closure method of the moment equations were proposed. It was demonstrated that supplemeted moment equations were applicable to the analysis of moderately strong shock waves. Various higher order moments of the distribution function in the shock wave were obtained. Present result suggested that these higher order moments would not be simply expressed in termes of higher order derivatives of velocity, temperature, and pressure. If we include more higher moment equations present results may be considerablly improved. Present method is expected for the analysis of nonequilibrium rarefied flow connecting with higher order moments demonstrated in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
The first Chapman-Enskog solution to the Boltzmann equation yields the Navier-Stokes equation, which is widely applied not only to the continuum flow but also to the rarefied flow with the aid of slip boundary conditions. The Burnett, and super-Burnett equations, pertinent to the higher Chapman-Enskog [1] [2] solutions, are respectively third order and fourth order differential equations with respect to the spatial derivatives of velocity, temperature and density. Signs of the highest derivatives change according to the level of approximation of the Chapman-Enskog sokutions. Consequently, these equations ocasionally yield unphysical solutions to the sound propagation [3] or to the heat transfer problem in a rarefied gas [4] . Quite different approach to the rarefied gas flow based upon the macroscopic equations such as the Burnett equation, i,e., "advanced" fluid dynamic equations, is the Grad's method [5] of moment equations derived from the boltzmann equation: These moment equations are essentially equavalent to the Maxwell's transfer equations. This method release one from applying the Newton's law for the shear stress and the Fourier's law for the heat flux, though these laws are very useful and have a robustness easy to apply. In the last symposium, one of the authors presented how to apply the moment equations to the rarefied flows with the aid of generalized slip boundary conditions. In this paper we treat the shock-tube (Riemann) problem, in which three different thermodynamic regions are included. Nonequilibrium shock wave, diffusive contact layer (surface), and thermally equilibrium rarefaction wave. Recently Beylich [6] has presented numerical solution of the kinetic equation for the Riemann problem, applying a splitting scheme for time and space and an idea of inter-cell integration where integrand in the path integral was properly approximated in accordance with the cell-Knudsen number. Instead of solving the kinetic equation, present approach applys an integrated version of such a scheme. Apparently truncation of higher moments in the integration of the kinetic equation causes us to lose the merit of the kinetic equation, i.e., spontaneous relaxation of every moments to a thermally equilibrium state. Taking all moments of the Boltzmann equation up to the third order, we obtain a set of 20 independent moment equations. We call this set as the full third order moment equations(F3OME). The full fourth order moment equations(F4OME) include 35 moment equations, and the full fifth order moment equations(F5OME) include 56 moment equations. In the one dimensional flow number of independent moment equations of F3OME, F4OME, and F5OME are 6, 9, and 9, respectively. Since above mentiond moment equations include three conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy and rate equations of higher moments, various CFD procedures are applicable to the numerical analysis. However, we are not sure whether TVD scheme and/or similar flux limiting schemes are adequate for the numerical analysis of the present equations. In this paper we apply the MacCormack's method [7] holding spatially second order accurate and second order accurate Runge-Kutta time integration, A method of truncation and a method of approximation of higher order moments will be described in the latter section. Throughout in this paper we only treat the Maxwell molecular gas for simplicity but the extension to the hard sphere gas and to other gases having different intermolecular potentials can be easily carried out using the Alterman and et al.'s [8] approximation method for the collision operator of the Boltzmann equation.
MOMENT EQUATIONS
The one-dimensional Boltzmann equation for mon atomic gas is given by f" + If where / = /(c) denotes the velocity distribution function, c = (c x ,c y ,c^) the molecular velocity, g = |c| the relative velocity, <r = <r(<7,x) the collision cross section, x the deflection angle, e the angle of inclination of the plane of collision. According to Ikenberry and Truesdell [9] , the distribution functioncan be expanded using irreducible tensor Yi(c) and Sonine polynomials Sm (C 2 ) where the Yi(c) represent any iih order irreducible tensor and C 2 = \G\ 2 /2RT, C = c-v denotes the peculiar velocity, v the flow velocity, R the gas constant, and T the temperature,
where moments are retained up to fifth order and the Mawellian distribution function /(°) is given by
where n denotes the number density, and coefficients a pik and others are known functions of the temperature. Macroscopic moments with respect to the thermal velocity C included in the right and side of Eq, (2) for the one dimensional flow are defined by
where C m = ^/2RT and < > denotes
and irreducible tensors are given as 
where the elements of the three matrices are simple functions of n, u, and p.
TRUNCATION PROCEDURE
It is well known that the Grad's thirteen moment equations is valid only for the analysis of weak shock waves. The range of applicability is given by 1 < M s ^ 1.5. The full fourth order moment equation (F4OME) includes three fifth order moments, S x , S XXXJ and S xxxxx in the last three components of F. If these fifth order moments are extracted from the moment equations (we call this as TF4OME), we have,
So, in the steady state problem, Eq. (4) may yield discontinuous solution of plane shock waves for M s > y 9/5 = 1.34-• •, The detB for F5OME with extraction of sixth order moments also include the factor (Zp/p -w 2 ). Since this factor related to the degeneration of the highest moment equations in Eq. (4) , the simple truncation of the highest moments mentioned above strongly restrict the applicability of the system of moment equations. Although there may be various method to remedy this defect, we propose in this paper one of the most simple manner. The method is as follows: The (i + l)th moments in the iih order moment equations are evaluated applying supplemented (i + l)th moment equations. In the supplemented moment equations (i + l)th order moments and (« + 2)th order moments in the convective term, F, are extracted. Using this approximation, the supplemented F4OME yields detB = -(432/35)/?w 6 (17p/p + 5w 2 ).
Thus, detB does not change the sign for any value of the M s . Present method implies that in the steady state (i + l)th order moments are approximated by the derivatives of lower order moments. So, the present method is similar to the Navier-Stokes approximation for the thirteen moment equations. Hereafter, we call these supplemented moment equations as "the spplemented full iih order moment equations (SFiOME). 
SHOCK-TUBE PROBLEM
We consider the following Riemann problem in the shock-tube :The driver (high pressure) gas at pressure p4 and temperature T^ and the driven (low pressure) gas at pressure pi and temperature T\ = T^ are separated by a diaphram and the diaphram is suddenly ruptured at time t = 0. We assume that the both driver and driven gases are composed of Mawell molecules, i.e., the ratio of the specif heats 7 = 5/3. We study the time and space evolution of this Riemann problrm for p^i = p4/pi before a shock wave or a rarefaction wave hits the end walls. The shock waves is moving to the right with a speed W = M\a\ where a\ denotes the sound velocity in the driven gas. An adequate ratio of the pressure p^/pi for MI is evaluated using conventional shock-tube relations. Introducing dimensioless variables of time, length, and moments as 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Equation (7) were reduced to TFiOME and SFiOME. These equations with aforementioned relevant initial and boundary conditions were solved. In order to obtain stable solution a small Courant number was chosen. The value Ar/A<^ = 0.1 where A£ was chosen as 0.2, i.e., Ax/Ai = 0.2. TFiOME and SFiOME were solubable in the range p^/pi ^$7.8 but this upper limit was dependent upon the order of moment equation. In the numerical simulation for p^i beyond this upper limit strong numerical oscillation set up in the early stage of numerical simulation at the contact surface (layer) and this oscillation broke down the umerical simulation. In order to controll this oscillation we employed an artificial viscosity [10] 
in the L x operator where e is an adjustable numerical parameter. The solubable range of SFiOME extended to P4/PI « 70 ~ 100, while the solubable upper limit of TF5OME with the artificial viscosity was p^/pi « 10. For P4/Pi > (p4/Pi)upper Hm^ Gibbs'-like numerical oscillation emerged and diverged in the contact layer, resulting the break down of the simulation. The observed oscillation may be due to the central difference scheme and a small Courant number. It is required to find more adequate CFD procedure so as to extend the solubable range of the moment equations. It should be noted that an unsteady conservative numerical scheme yielded the solution for TFiOME beyond the applicable range mentioned in Sec III. In Fig. 1 , x-t diagrams of shock tube for MI = 1.2(left) and MI = 2.0(right), /?, p, w, T, T XXJ T n , p x x^ an d q x at t = 4St c are present, where T xx = (p^-p X x)/P^ an d T n -(2p -p xx )/p, respectively. This time stage t = 4St c is close to that of Beylich [6] at t = 0.307 in Figs. 11 and 12 . For the case MI = 2.0 we emmployed SF4OME with Eq. (9), while for the case when MI = 1.2 we employed TF4OME without the artificial viscosity. The time development of density distributions in the shock tube is shown in Fig. 2 for MI = 1.2 (left) and for MI = 2.0 (right). (dp/dx) max '
for MI = 1.2 was evaluated from Fig. 3 as 15Ai . Present shock-profiles of density and temperature show an excellent agreement with the results of the Navier-Sokes equation and DSMC simulation [11] when we rescale the mean free path XA = 0.79Ai according to the definition of VSS model [12] . As shown in Fig. 4 , the density profile for MI = 2 has a slight hollow in the supersonic part following to the foot of the shock wave.
Comparing this profile with the ones of Navier-Stokes equation and DSMC simulation [11] , we found that as a whole density incleased along the Mott-Smith solution but, in the internidiate region, it touched to the NavierStokes solution. This results may be partly attributed to the order of approximation of the moment equations. The distribution of the shear stress shown in Fig. 4 shows an apparent deviation from the Mott-Smith results near the peak point, while the distribution of heat flux shows a good agreement with the Mott-Smith result. Even though the Mott-Smith results are not so correct, we may remove such discrepancy by taking into account further moment equations . For MI = 1.4 F5OME was solved without artificial viscosity. Obtained distributions of twelve moments in the shock tube are shown in Fig. 5 at three time stages. The third Chapman-Enskog solution includes the third order derivatives of u, T and p and these derivatives are connected not only with the Burnett or the super-Burnett equation but also with the moments those as S x , S XXXJ and S X xxxx-If these are so related to the higher derivativs of w, T and p, distributions of these moments will exhibit more oscillatory variations in the shock wave. Present results shown in Fig. 5 did not exhibit such oscillatory features. Furthermore, we found from Fig. 5 Present results demand us to examine the range of validity of the second order Chapman-Enskog solution.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Moment equations derived from the Boltzmann equation were applyed to the Riemann problem. A new closure method of the moment equations were proposed. It was demonstrated that supple meted moment equations were applicable to the analysis of moderately strong shock waves. Present result suggested tha higher order moments of the velocity distribution function would not simply be expressed in termes of the higher order derivatives of velocity, temperature, and pressure. Present results also suggested that if we include more higher moment equations results of the present method may be considerablly improved. Present method is expected for the nonequilibrium rarefied flow connecting with higher order moments demonstrated in the present analysis. To extend the moment method to various gases with different intermolecuar potentials may be one of an urgent task to be done.
